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ABSTRACT
Liver disease, a life-threatening malice, has become one of the most
common diseases in recent years. Our goal is to identify the associ-
ated risks early enough through existing preconditions and make
efficient predictions of liver disease using cutting edge machine
learning models. The dataset is collected from UCI repository. Hy-
brid classifiers, developed by combining traditional classifiers with
Bagging and Boosting methods like Gradient Boosting Boosting
Method (GBBM), Random Forest Bagging Method (RFBM), Bag-
ging Method (KNNBM), K-Nearest Neighbors, AdaBoost Boosting
Method (ABBM), and Gradient Boosting Boosting Method (GBBM)
have been used. K-nearest Neighbors performed the best with Test-
ing Accuracy (TA) of 99.9%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Liver disease is considered one of the most critical of physical
complications. The rate of being affected by liver disease is on the
increase and so do the mortality rate. Men are likely to be more
affected in comparison to women as the disease mainly occurs due
to three risk factors such as alcohol, viral hepatitis and obesity.
Among 1.3 million deaths due to liver cirrhosis in 2017, two-third
were men [1]. In infant’s case, the probability of being affected is
less but there is a chance of having biliary atresia [2]. Whereas
in Adult’s case, alcohol consumption is a leading cause as well as
injecting drugs with instruments having links to infected blood is
also a notable reason. Besides, obesity causes Non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease. According to the European Association for the Study
of Liver, around 2 million deaths worldwide take place yearly be-
cause of liver disease [3]. The mortality rate due to Liver Cirrhosis
increased from 1.9% to 2.4% globally from 1990 to 2017 [1]. Accord-
ing to World Health Rankings, the liver disease causes the highest
mortality rate in Egypt causing 116.08 death per 1000, whereas the
mortality rate in Bangladesh and Canada is 19.21, 5.90 per thousand
respectively [31]. The projected Nash prevalence rate by 2030 is
56% with the mortality rate is expected to double. Liver transplan-
tation rate is still less than 10% in reference to the globally need.
About 400 million diabetic patients, 75 million alcohol-use disorder
affected people are at high risk of being affected by the liver disease
[3]. Results from multiple tests are required to predict liver disease
and false predictions may occur due to the lack of testing kits and
expertise in medical staff. Early prediction possibilities of liver dis-
ease are often quite slim because it can be asymptomatic until the
liver is damaged severely [30]. So, an efficient prediction framework
to identify the risk factors early is of enormous importance and
Machine Learning can be vital in this regard. Such propositions can
prevent liver diseases leading to a chronic stage. Our goal is to fill
this research gap, to develop an efficient system that can provide
more TA than some of the current frameworks. In this research,
several models like Gradient Boosting Classifier (GBC), Random
Forest Classifier (RFC), K-nearest Neighbors Classifier (KNNC) and
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AdaBoost Classifier (ABC) were used. Besides, some hybrid classi-
fiers have also been put to use to enhance the predictive capability
of the model.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Because of having an improved accuracy and efficiency in predic-
tion, the importance of machine learning has seen quite a rise in
recent years. Using hybrid models besides individual models brings
in the possibility of getting higher TA and efficiency. Besides feature
selection techniques, ensemble techniques like bagging, boosting,
and stacking have been used by researchers in recent years to get
a better TA of weak classifiers while predicting disease detection.
D. B. Rakshith et al. (2021) [4] designed the paper with 7 models
using Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), KNNC, and Naive Bayes (NB). But the accuracy is not up
to the mark for the datasets. SVM showed 100% accuracy whereas
KNN provided 70% accuracy which is comparatively less. NB model
showed the least accuracy of 55.5%. Azam et al. (2020) [5] used RFC,
Decision Tree (DT), KNNC and SVM along with the implementation
of hybrid models to develop the predictive model. The dataset was
collected from UCI repository having 583 records. After Feature
Selection, KNNC showed the best performance with an accuracy of
74%. Devikanniga et al. (2020) [6] predicted the efficient diagnosis of
liver disease using SVM, NB, Random Tree (RT), Logistic Regression
(LR), XGBoost and few other techniques on a dataset collected from
Andhra Pradesh, India. The dataset holds 583 samples having 416
diseased and 167 non-liver diseased samples. The highest accuracy
of 99.49% was gained using CSA-SVM. Yu-Jiun Lin et al. (2020) [7]
applied Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), SVM, NB, Classifica-
tion and Regression Tree (CART), RFC and ABC models to predict
efficient scores. The dataset was collected from medical records of
patients treated at Wan Fang Hospital (1214 records) and Taipei
Medical Hospital (689 records). The LDA achieved an accuracy of
82%, with sensitivity of 70% while ABC demonstrated the same
accuracy with 45% sensitivity. The researchers had to check up pa-
tients and check the results several times for enrolled patients in the
hospitals. In the study of Chieh-Chen Wu et al. (2019) [8], A dataset
of total 577 patients and 10 attributes were included, where 377
patients were diagnosed with Fatty Liver Disease. They proposed
a number of classification models based on RFC, NB, ANN, and
LR. Data was collected from New Taipei City Municipal Hospital
Banqiao Branch under a liver protection project. To evaluate the
performance among the four models, the authors used the Area
Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUROC). The
generated accuracy scores for the following algorithms - RF, NB,
ANN and LR were 87.48%, 82.65%, 81.85% and 76.96% respectively.
The AUROC of RFC, NB, ANN, and LR with 10 fold-cross valida-
tions were 92.5%, 88.8%, 89.5%, and 85.4 % respectively. Clearly the
RFC model showed higher performance than other classification
models. A few limitations are that the dataset was sourced from a
single medical institution whereas had the dataset been collected
from multiple medical centers, then it would have demonstrated
the generalization ability of the model. Besides, only 9 attributes
were used for prediction purposes which are relatively low, and the
study did not mention whether any important parameters were left

out. RF also showed the highest performance in the study of Khan
et al. (2019) [9], with an Accuracy of over 72%.

3 VARIOUS MACHINE LEARNING
CLASSIFIERS

A range of algorithms have been deployed for this research.

3.1 Random Forest Classifier
Random Forest [5] [6] is an ensemble learning method that consists
of several Decision Tree algorithms [10]. It generates multiple deci-
sion trees at training segments for producing an optimal prediction
model which can provide better outcomes than a single DT based
model’s outcome. It has efficiency while working on a large dataset.
It can also handle variable shrinking. RFC algorithm is basically
calculated as the mean of total available DT algorithms [11] [12].
The mean of two available DT algorithms was calculated in this
RFC algorithm (see equation 1).

j =
1
B
+

B∑
b=1

fb(X′) (1)

where given data X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xn } with respect to Y =
{y1, y2, y3, ..., yn } with the lower to upper limit is 1 to B

sample x ′ = mean of predictions
B∑

b=1
fb(X′) for every individual

trees.

3.2 AdaBoost Classifier
This AdaBoost [5] is a boosting classifier that combines several
weak classifiers to make an efficient classifier. ABC works on 1000
samples to predict TA. ABC works on fixing weights which vary
for classifiers and samples. This causes difficulty for classifiers to
focus on results [13] [26]. The final formula to achieve TA is,

Hk (p) = + /−

( k∑
k=1

akhk (p)

)
(2)

Here, N=frequency of training data, k = total number of weak
classifiers combined to use, hk = output of weak classifier (lower
limit 1 to upper limit k), ak = weight of classifier. ABC combines
sample trainers, fixes the weights of samples and classifiers to get
a more accurate and efficient TA.

3.3 Gradient Boosting Classifier
Gradient Boosting is a boosting algorithm composed of the loss func-
tion, weak learner and additive model. GBC requires 100 samples
only. It allows the optimization and combination of weak learners
to decrease the loss function. Function spaces excluding optimiza-
tion is the distinction between traditional and boosting classifiers.
It does eliminate overfitting to improve the efficiency of an algo-
rithm. Here, fi (x)= loss function with correlated negative gradients
(−ρi x дm(X )),m = number of iteration, feature increment (i) = 1,
2, 3, ...,m. Therefore, the optimal function F (X ) afterm−th iteration
is given below in equation 3) [14].

F (X ) =

m∑
i=0

fi (x) (3)
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Again, дm = the path of loss function’s rapid decreasing F (X ) =

Fn − 1 (X ) where decision tree’s goal is to solve the errors done
by its previous base learner [28] [29]. So, the negative gradient for
them−th iteration is given in equation 4).

дm = −

(
∂L (y, F (X ))

∂F (X )

)
F (X )= Fm−1(X )

(4)

3.4 K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier
K-Nearest Neighbors [2] [3] are one of the most used algorithms in
machine learning based applications; the algorithm is also known
as non-parametric classification method as it works on the equiva-
lence of new and existing data rather than using data distribution
assumptions. KNNC calculates the Euclidean distance between new
data P (x1, y2) and existing data (x1, y2) using the equation 5) [15]
[16].

Euclidean Distance =
√
(x2 − x1)

2 + (y2 − y1)
2 (5)

4 ENSEMBLE METHODS OF MACHINE
LEARNING

The ensemble method is a method of using multiple classifiers to
have better accuracy and efficiency than using a single model as
it helps the weak classifier to make a strong classifier. Ensemble
methods were applied here as it handles variables, uncertainty and
bias, makes a reduction in variances, combine prediction of multiple
models and reduce the spread or dispersion of predictions [17] [28]
[42]. Four ensemble methods are stated below.

4.1 Bagging
The Bootstrap Aggregating is a model averaging approach used
to reduce the variance, handle dimensionality and missing values.
It improves TA and stability for several algorithms but Bagging
technique is mainly used for DT algorithms. Two ensemble hybrid
models primarily based on RFC and KNNC were constructed using
Bagging techniques which are applied in the training and testing
portion. The constructed hybrid models are RFBM and KNNBM.
The formula of Bagging method for classification is given in the
equation 6) [18]. Heref ′(x) is the average of fi (x) for i = 1, 2, 3, ..
T .

f ′ (x) = siдn(
T∑
i=1

fi (x)) (6)

4.2 Boosting
Boosting technique uses weighted average to fit multiple weak
learners into strong learners to boost the performance of indepen-
dent models generating the loss functions [21]. In this study, the
boosting technique is applied in the training and testing portion
on GBC and ABC to construct the hybrid model of ABBM and
GBBM. The formula of Boosting is given in the equation 7) [18].
Let γt =1/2-∈t (how much better ft is on the weighted sample than
tossing a coin).

1
n

n∑
i=1

I (yiд (xi ) < 0) ≤
T∏
t=1

√
1 − 4γt 2 (7)

4.3 Stacking
Stacking does train an individual model which combines the predic-
tions of multiple algorithms andmakes a fresh prediction eventually.
Stacking provides a more efficient outcome than any individual
model. It can make the representation of any ensemble method
while using a joiner algorithm [19]. In this study, we have applied
a stacking technique (GKARS) using Logistic regression as a joiner
algorithm that combined RFC, GBC, KNNC and ABC to make a
final prediction.

4.4 Voting Classifier
Voting classifier combines the findings of several classifiers to pre-
dict the class based on the highest majority of voting. That means
a single model gets trained by several models to predict output
combining the majority of voting for each class. Soft voting clas-
sifier (GKARV) was applied on RFC, GBC, KNNC and ABC to get
an efficient score. In soft voting, we predict the class labels on the
predicted probabilities p for the classifier. This approach is only
recommended if the classifier is well-calibrated [20]. Soft voting
was used as it considers the uncertainty of all classifiers to gener-
ate the average probability score [22], (see equation 8). Here,w j =

weight that we can assign to the jth classifier.

y′ = arдmax
m∑
j=1

w jpi j (8)

5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The following research steps have been performed to build an
effective system.

5.1 Detailed Explanation About Applied
Methodology

The dataset selected for this study is comprehensive and does not
have any missing values [27]. We have converted the textual fea-
tures Male and Female to numeric features 0 and 1 respectively.
The dataset is split into 2 parts: training and testing. 80% data is
assigned in the training portion and the rest 20% is assigned for the
testing portion (see Figure 1). Figure 1 blow represents each of the
applied models along with ensemble methods, data preprocessing
techniques and every step taken to generate precise scores.

Cross Validation technique was not applied to prevent the risk
of overfitting as the dataset is not large [34]. Then different models
and classifiers are implemented to generate outcomes and to find
the best model. The highest TA of 99.9% is generated for KNNC.

5.2 Correlation Between Working Attributes
Correlation subplot determines inter-dependency between two
variables how a variable changes with the change of another vari-
able. Higher correlations between variables indicate predicting one
variable from another will be fruitful. Besides, visualization of cor-
relation subplot provides a better understanding of the dataset and
helps to locate important variables [32]. Fig 2 has been illustrated
to show all the correlated features with the predicted attribute
‘Selectorfield’.

The higher the value and the lighter the color, the stronger the
correlation is. The attribute values are shown in the right side (from
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Figure 1: Overall process model

Figure 2: Correlated Features of Liver Disease Dataset

0.8 to -0.2). ‘total Bilirubin’ has a strong relationship with ‘direct
Bilirubin’ having the value of 1. One more correlation having ap-
proximately the same strength ranging the value around 1 is the
correlation between ‘Sgot’ and ‘Sgpt’ having value of 0.93. The cor-
relation of ‘Alkphos’ with ‘total bilirubin’ and ‘direct bilirubin’ have
the same value of 0.44 which indicates an important correlation. On
the other hand, ‘A/G Ratio’, ‘Sgot’, ‘Sgpt’ and ‘gender’ has lowest
correlation with ‘age’ having the value of -0.1 approximately. In the
same manner, ‘direct BilirubinAlk’ shows an important correlation
with ‘Sgot’, ‘Sgpt’, ‘Alkphos’. Eventually, the correlated features
were not much and vary between -0.1 and 1.

The dataset we have collected is from ‘UCI machine learning
repository’ [23] and has 583 instances where there were 407 af-
fected samples and 176 non-affected samples. The dataset holds
information for 165 Female and 418 Male. The dataset has 11 special
features where 10 attributes were taken as input and the ‘Selec-
torfield’ attribute is selected as output. Table 1 below shows the
attribute details including types, description and value range of
about the dataset.

The values of the ‘Selectorfield’ attribute can be either 1 or 2.
The predicted value ‘2’ indicates that the patient is not affected and
‘1’ indicates that the patient is affected by liver disease. Figure 3 is
added below to represent the class values indicating the number of
affected and non-affected patients.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSIONS

The section demonstrates the impact of different classification learn-
ing algorithms on the features of dataset.

6.1 Evaluation Outcomes on the Introduced
Models

We have generated outcomes before and after using hybrid ap-
proaches. StandardScalar technique was applied to scale the data to
unit variance as there is no presence of outliers in data and data dis-
tribution was normal [21]. While using general classifier, we have
received the highest TA of 99.9% using KNNC. Then comes RFC
with 96.58%, GBC 96.58% using all features without applying any
feature selection technique.While implementing hybrid approaches
like Bagging, Boosting and Stacking and Voting we obtained TA of
97.44% for KNNBM, 87% for RFBM. Implementing Boosting Method,
we got a score of 94% for ABBM and 91% for GBBM. Implementing
Stacking Method for all 4 general classifiers, we received a TA of
97%. In addition, Voting Classifier using all 4 general classifiers
produced TA of 97.43%. Afterwards, Recall, Precision, and F1 Score
for all the classifiers and methods are deployed in this study (see
Figure 4). Figure 4 clarifies the improvement of scores in most of
the cases after employing ensemble techniques compared to the
general classifiers as KNNBM, GKARV, and GKARS generate accu-
racy of 97.44%, 97.44% and 97% respectively where RFC, GBC, and
ABC generate only 96.58%, 96.58% and 94.02% rspectively. In the
same manner, other scores are also arranged in vertical descending
order, which represents the improvement of scores.

Table 2 above represents the comparison between this work and
other related works where neither of these works generated scores
based on ensemble techniques or defined best parameters using
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Table 1: Value range of dataset

Attributes Types Description Range No Attributes Types Description Range

1 age Integer Age in years 17 to 85 7 Sgot Integer Serum Glutamic
Oxaloacetic
Transaminase

11 to 960

2 gender Integer Gender of the
patient

0 and 1 8 TP Float Total Proteins 3.9 to 8.1

3 tot_bil Float Total Bilirubin 0.6 to
18.4

9 ALB Float Albumin 1.5 to 4.4

4 Dir_Bil Float Direct Bilirubin 0.1 to 8.8 10 A/G Ratio Float Albumin &
Globulin Ratio

0.4 to 0.85

5 Alk_Phos Integer Alkaline
Phosphatase

128 to
699

11 Selectorfield Integer Classified Labeled
(1 = Normal, 2=
Disease)

1 to 2

6 Sgpt Integer Serum
Glutamic
Pyruvic
Transaminase

13 to
1680

Figure 3: The number of target values

Table 2: Comparison Table between this study and related works

Accuracy Score of Existing Work
Models Accuracy Rakshith et al.

(2021) [4]
Azam et al.
(2020) [5]

Devikanniga et
al. (2020) [6]

Lin et al.
(2020) [7]

Wu et al. (2019)
[8]

Khan et al.
(2019) [9]

KNNC 99.9% 70% 74% - - - -
KNNBM 97.44% - - - - - -
GKARV 97.44% - - - - - -
GKARS 97.0% - - - - - -
RFC 96.58% - - - 82% 87.48% 72.17%
GBC 96.58% - - - - - -
ABC 94.02% - - - 81% - -
ABBM 94.0% - - - - - -
GBBM 91.0% - - - - - -
RFBM 87.0% - - - - - -
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Table 3: Hyper parameter tuning

Models Parameter Set Models Parameter Set

RFC ’bootstrap’: [True], ’max_features’: [’auto’, ’log2’],’criterion’:
[’entropy’, ’Gini’,], ’n_estimators’: [1, 2, 4 ,6, 8]

RFBM n_estimators=5, criterion = ’entropy’,
random_state = 10, max_samples = 0.5,
max_features=7, n_estimators=20

GBC "n_estimators": [10, 20 ,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100],"max_features":
[1–9],"learning_rate": [0.01,0.1,1,1.5, 1.75,2,10,100]

KNNBM n_neighbors=8

KNNC ’n_neighbors’: [5, 7 ,9, 11, 13, 15], ’weights’: [’uniform’, ’distance’],
’metric: [’minkowski’, ’euclidean’, ’manhattan’]

ABBM n_estimators=40, learning_rate=1.75,
Algorithm=’SAMME’,
random_state=60, n_estimators=10

ABC ’n_estimators’: [20, 30,40,45,50,60], ’Algorithm’: [
’SAMME’,’SAMME.R’], ’learning_rate’: [1,1.75,1.9,2]

GBBM n_estimators=20, loss= ’deviance’,
max_features=1, learning_rate= 0.2,
random_state=60, criterion=’mse’,
verbose= 2,

GKRAV estimators= [(’R’, R), (’G’, G), (’K’, K), (’A’, A)], voting=’soft’
[N.B: R=RFC, G=GBC, K=KNNC, A=ABC]

GKARS classifiers= [clf1, clf2, clf3, clf4],
use_probas=True, meta_classifier=log
[clf1=GBC, clf2=KNNC, clf3=RFC,
clf4=ABC]

Figure 4: Overall outcomes for all different models

hyper parameter tuning approach. The scores generated here were
only based on general classifiers which is not much compared to
this work.

6.2 Hyper Parameter Tuning
Hyper parameter tuning is a technique to control the learning pro-
cess. It does decrease the loss function and generate a generalized
outcome with the help of cross validation [25]. GridSearchCV ap-
proach was used to do the Hyper Parameter Tuning to generate
better TA in this study as the best parameter set can be defined
choosing all possible combination of parameters in GridSearchCV

approach [21] [33]. Table 3 below illustrates the best parameters
for all general classifiers unlike the classifiers on which ensemble
methods were applied to generate the best score.

6.3 Runtime
In this study, we have calculated the run time (RT) for 10 different
models. We received the longest runtime of 189 ms for RFBMwhere
the lowest of 0.435 ms was calculated for GKARS. Figure 5 below
shows the Run Time for each model.
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Figure 5: Runtime Calculation

Table 4: Complexity calculation for all models

Models Training TC Calculation Prediction PC Calculation

RFC O(n2pntrees) O(1166) O(pntrees) O(22)
KNNC O(knp) O(4664) O(np) O(6413)
ABC O(npntrees) O(23320) O(pntrees) O(440)
GBC O(npntrees) O(17490) O(pntrees) O(330)
RFBM - - O(ntrees∗p2n2loд(n)) O(568712293.2)
KNNBM - - O(knp∗loд(n)) O(141889.8595)
ABBM - - pn2∗loд(n)∗A = πr2ntress O(413608940.5)
GBBM - - pn2∗loд(n)∗ntress O(532086.9733)
GKARV - - np4∗ntress3 O(4370000000000)
GKARS - - np4∗ntress3 O(4370000000000)

6.4 Computational Complexity
Training Complexity (TC) and Prediction complexity (PC) are in-
cluded in computational complexity. In general Training Complex-
ity is not relevant to Bagging and Boosting methods where all the
other models contain both training and testing complexity [24].
The complexity computed here is best case for each algorithm. Let
us denote n = number of training instances, p = number of fea-
tures, ntrees = number of trees, k = number of neighbors, we will
have the approximation of bagging is O(n) (for n sized trees) and
O(d ′) (where d ′ << d). Complexity for t bagged trees of random
subspaces is O(tdn2 log(n))while taking d ′ = O(n), (Table 4).

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Recognizing the risk factors of liver disease with high TA will
have an effect on lessening the mortality rate. Only early steps to
cure the disease will help to reach the goal. A number of studies
to predict liver disease by using machine learning approach were
done already. This research takes the same path, but our work
generates an improved higher TA using some useful methods. The

study shows KNNC generates the highest score of 99.9% with all
features. We wish to implement a feature selection technique for
datasets having high dimensionality and also include a mechanism
to handle missing values. The inclusion of deep learning approaches
is another possible avenue which may be explored.
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